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What is iQapture?

Who are Valuechain?

iQapture is a flexible data capture and analysis tool that generates business intelligence. It
enables teams to capture intelligence throughout the product lifecycle, from shopfloor to
board room, by capturing issues and improvement opportunities; managing corrective
actions and improvement plans; and generating advanced reports and smart dashboards.

iQapture offers the flexibility of spreadsheets but with many additional benefits that make it so
much easier to drive sustainable continuous improvements. It can be integrated with existing
business systems or used as a stand-alone solution.

Developed in collaboration with Bentley Motors and the University of Liverpool, iQapture is
perfect for any company looking to convert data into intelligence.

iQapture replaced multiple fragmented
spreadsheets to streamline new product
introduction processes and automate visual
management on the Bentley Motors shopfloor

We provide smart manufacturing software to build world class supply
chains. Our productivity, collaboration and intelligence solutions
enable organisations to improve competitiveness and become
Industry 4.0 ready.

“Valuechain understand the challenges of
advanced manufacturing businesses and
the importance of real-time data that can

be relied upon to make informed
decisions. iQapture has generated savings
of 48% and is streamlining our new product

launch process.”
Manufacturing Engineering Manager,

Bentley Motors



Even simpler, integrated,
automated & mobile

Even quicker & simpler; iQapture is
designed specifically for continuous
improvement

Integrated task consoles & exception
reporting

Full audit trail of who updated what &
when

Create intuitive mobile capture
devices in seconds

Secure & simple collaboration with
external partners
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Quick & simple,
but fragmented & manual

Very quick & simple to create
improvements plans, track progress &
generate KPIs

Improvement & corrective actions are
assigned & tracked  manually

Limited version control & audit trail

Not designed for mobile devices

Not easy to collaborate with external
partners
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Spreadsheets iQapture

www.valuechain.com

Why iQapture?
Drive innovation by simplifying how teams capture improvement opportunities through
mobile devices and smart dashboards.

Resolve issues quicker through streamlined issue capture, action planning and exception
management.

Streamline data entry and manipulation so your team can focus on embedding
improvements and corrective actions.

Integrate cross functional teams to promote inter-departmental transparency and
collaboration.

Build business intelligence by ensuring lessons are learned and embedded rather than
logged and forgotten.
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How does it work?

DIAGNOSE root cause issues, assign corrective actions and solve problems
collaboratively to embed continuous sustainable improvements.

COLLABORATE with cross functional teams and external partners to
capture and share data to streamline internal and external communications.

ANALYSE captured data through advanced reporting and create
comprehensive  smart dashboards to monitor the entire product lifecycle.

CAPTURE data through PCs or mobile devices using multiple formats such as
free type text, multiple choice questions, photos, videos and much more.

BUILD highly customisable data capture interfaces for each stage of the
product lifecycle to capture issues, improvement ideas and innovation
opportunities from users.

Valuechain works hard to build close, long-term relationships with its customers. When you
purchase a solution from us, you buy into a partnership with our dedicated team who work to
ensure you achieve maximum return on your investment.

We offer support via phone, on-line remote access, support forum or on-site.

Join the growing list of global advanced engineering companies who are happy to depend on
us. Visit our website or contact us to find out more…

Join Valuechain
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